A characterization of spectral operators due to N. Dunford is simplified. Especially, his complicated Condition (D) is replaced by a very simple one.
by K. Let ^2(T) denote the collection of all ô £ &ÂT) such that for every e > 0 there exist xx,x2 £ Y with ||jc, + x2 -x|| < e, aT(xx) c ô n aT(x), and aT(x2) c aT(x) \ ô. We assume that for every X £ C and r > 0 there exist <5,pn,yn £ ¿?2(T) (n = 1,2,...) such that X £ ô°, diam(r5) < r, pn c ô, yn c C\a, pn closed, yn closed (n -1,2,...), and x = lim[E(pn)x + E(yn)x].
The purpose of this paper is to simplify the above criterion. For an arbitrary operator T, and a subset ô of C, we define ST(S) to be the set of all x £ Y such that (z -T)f(z) = x for some analytic y-valued function / defined on an open set containing C \ S . Because (z -T)E(â)f(z) = E(ô)x whenever / is the local resolvent of T at, x, it follows that aT(E(ô)x) c aT(x) n ô provided that ST(ô) is closed. Moreover, \\E(Ö)\\ < K, E(ÔX)E(Ô2) = E(öx) if ¿j c ô2, and E(ÔX)E(Ô2) = 0 if ôx n ô2 = 0. In particular, E(A) and E(C \ A) are defined for any closed (vertical or horizontal) half plane A.
We claim E(R) can be defined for any semiclosed rectangle R of the form is dense in Y for all closed sets ô . Thus the main result of our paper extends Wadhwa's result by omitting Condition (A) and restricting Conditions (C) and (D') to closed half planes.
